How to Be the World's Best Law Professor
Warren Binford
It is always dangerous to start with a confession (unless you are a Catholic stepping into a confessional, of course 1 ) but here is mine. The title of this essay was originally, "How to Be the World's Worst Law Professor." After all, we are supposed to write about the things we are expert on, aren't we? Some of you are expert on contracts law, others on immigration law, and those are the topics that you write about. What am I expert on? Good question. Sometimes I hope that I know a little bit about children's rights, but more often I fear that my greater expertise centers on what not to do as a law professor. There have been many days that have ended with my head on my desk wondering why my students did not understand something I had taught, did not perform how I expected, or were seen scrolling through their Facebook newsfeeds during class. I could share with you all of the mistakes I have made as a professor and provide scientific research showing why my approaches were destined to fail. Who doesn't enjoy reading about someone who performs worse than we do? Isn't this the attraction of the Darwin Awards? I imagine you would find great comfort knowing that, although you might lecture occasionally, at least you never made a group of Scandinavian students in Cape Town sit through a three-hour lecture on international children's rights in a foreign language (English) while talking really quickly as Professor Binford once did (yes, I really did).
But when I sent an early draft of my essay to a more savvy colleague across the country, he immediately pointed out that for the rest of my life, anyone who Googled my name would see "World's Worst Law Professor" pop up 1 .
For the record, I was raised a Baptist, which means I can't dance, don't drink, and have a healthy wariness of confessions.
in the search results. Now I might not be a social media genius, but I am smart enough to know what a marketing disaster that would have been! It is bad enough that I fear I may be the world's worst law professor, but it is a whole other matter for Google's algorithms to prove it. Algorithms are never wrong after all, right? So I accepted his challenge to reframe the essay from a more positive perspective, but presenting the same research. Now, instead of thinking I am not very bright, you think I am cheeky, which personally I prefer. Wouldn't you?
And so here you have a highly imperfect law professor, who sometimes fears she may be the world's worst law professor, telling you how to be the world's best law professor.
2 How is that supposed to work? This is how: We learn far more from failure than we learn from success.
3 This is one of the first truths of teaching. So through my failures as a teacher, I have been driven to research and find and read the latest pedagogical research on what works and what doesn't. It does not mean I know it all, and it certainly does not mean I do it all. But I am trying to learn from my own shortcomings and failures, and here are a few of the most important findings I have learned so far about teaching and learning in my own quest not to be the world's worst law professor.
One of the most important things I have learned in my endeavor is that there has never been a better time to be an educator. Advances in neurological research in the past thirty years have given us a better understanding of how the brain works and how humans learn than at any other time in human history. 4 Some of what we have learned from that research is not surprising and confirms what we have known and done for millennia. But other lessons directly counter mainstream teaching practices, and challenge educators-in law and other fields-to step back and re-evaluate how we teach our students. This essay will highlight some of the teaching and study methods most commonly used in legal education today, and share what the latest educational research shows regarding their effectiveness or, in many cases, ineffectiveness. It will also introduce legal educators to a few new teaching and learning methods that currently are underutilized in law schools. Finally, it will challenge legal educators to consciously select effective teaching methods and to abandon 2.
Those interested in becoming the "World's Best Law Professor" should read ineffective ones and to transform law schools into educational environments that yield high results from our students. Where to start?
Start with Failure, and Then Continue to Fail Until… One of the most counterintuitive lessons discovered recently through educational research is the power of failure to prime the mind for deep learning.
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In legal education, we spend an entire semester preparing our students to be successful on a high-stakes final exam at the end, but now we know that we actually should be giving our students exams at the beginning of the semester and hoping that they fail so that they will be mentally prepared to learn. Think about the irony of that. Legal education literally seems to have the learning process backward. Rather than end with testing, we need to start with testing. A recent study by Elizabeth Ligon Bjork, a psychologist at U.C.L.A., found that students' performance on a final exam was improved an average of ten percent by doing nothing more than taking a test at the beginning of the course. 6 That is one entire grade point, a whole letter grade. In other words, if we want our students to learn, we need to start by showing them what they do not know. Even better, it will help us to discover our students' gaps in knowledge so that we can adapt course content accordingly.
I know what you are thinking: "Is she really saying that in order to become 'The World's Best Law Professor' I need to test my students more and create more opportunities for my students to fail?" Yes, I am, with the understanding that testing has consistently been proved to be a highly effective learning method when designed well, in addition to its value as an assessment method. In the end, the approach is likely to increase our students' learning and long-term professional success. Moreover, it is critical that we recognize that "testing" can take many forms. A student's knowledge can be tested in a classroom with pen and paper, on a smartphone or tablet, during an oral examination, or via a law practice performance in moot court or simulated or clinical courses. One should not limit one's view of testing to the anxiety-inducing high-stakes exams that have scarred many and been roundly criticized. 7 The value of testing has been recognized by other professional graduate school programs. Many are already testing their students before they even Others allow students to waive out of some of their graduate school courses entirely. 11 Can you imagine a law school where students can waive out of their coursework? It is easy to do. After all, who wants or needs to take a course in which they can already demonstrate mastery or, at least, competency?
In a higher education system that is placing more and more value on learning outcomes, pretesting becomes mandatory so that we can establish baselines; but more important, we now have confirmation of a century's worth of research that testing is not just valuable for assessment purposes, but is one of the most highly effective learning approaches. 12 Thus, every legal educator in the country should consider conducting testing not just at the end of the course, but at the beginning as well. Moreover, law schools should consider following the lead of other professional graduate programs and test their students at the beginning of the entire degree program, before classes even begin.
And if we want to be the best, we can't stop there. We need to keep testing, but in kinder, gentler ways across time. 13 A recent series of clinical trials by Professor Price Kerfoot at Harvard Medical School shows that introducing content to students repeatedly in a test format over time increases both acquisition and retention of content.
14 Professor Kerfoot refers to the technique as "spaced education." 15 His theory and results were confirmed by one of the most comprehensive meta-analysis studies of cognitive and educational research ever conducted ("the Dunlosky Study"). 16 The Dunlosky Study reviewed over 700 scientific articles on ten popular learning techniques to determine which ones measurably advanced learning and which ones did not. 17 Their analysis determined that "self-testing" or "practice testing"-that is low-risk testing that can be administered outside of the classroom with low or no impact on the student's grade-is a "high-utility" learning method. 18 In other words, we need to test our students earlier, more, and in low-risk settings if we want to increase their retention, comprehension, and test performance on that high-stakes final exam that we rely on for final assessment, as well as the bar exam after they graduate.
"But doesn't that mean more work for us?" you might wonder. Yes, but not much. Another wonderful aspect to the fact that we are law teachers in this day and age is that technology exists that allows us to create a test once, and then have that test administered and graded, and automatically provide customized feedback to our individual students. This, in turn, frees our time and energy to meet with our students to focus on the deep learning and complex questions that may be slowing down their learning process. Moreover, many e-books and other digital resources include quizzes and practice questions at the end of book sections and chapters. All a professor has to do is assign these "tests," monitor the students' progress, and adapt course content and design accordingly.
Finally, adaptive learning software programs and apps-which combine spaced education, low-risk testing, and individualized content delivery-have been developed by Dr. Kerfoot, BarBri, the creators of Core Grammar for Lawyers, and many others. 19 More adaptive learning programs and apps should be developed in collaboration with legal educators, which would further support both efficiency and individualization while utilizing high impact learning methods supported by comprehensive pedagogical research. Given how easy it is to do and the proven effectiveness of the learning method, there really is no excuse not to engage our students more frequently with such exercises. Even if we do not assign these tests and exercises ourselves, we should at least teach our students about the effectiveness of this learning method, so that they can engage it themselves as part of their study strategies. We are, after all, professional educators and should be able to tell our students which learning methods work well and which ones do not.
Distribute Learning across Time
The Dunlosky Study also confirmed that the second aspect of Professor Kerfoot's spaced education theory, which the Dunlosky team refers to as "distributed practice," has high utility for learning and increases retention of content and comprehension. 20 Distributed practice requires students to revisit topics across time rather than to cram them into a single study session or a series of study sessions, which is very different than the model of most law school courses. Customarily, we introduce a topic once or twice over the course of a semester and the student is subject to the possibility of being tested on the content, usually only once at the end of the course. The student normally will read the assigned material before class, witness and possibly participate in the class discussion, study for the exam, and then take the exam all within a matter of a few short months. For bar courses, law school students are then expected to recall the content when they sit for the bar exam two to three years later.
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They may also need to recall the content of both bar courses as well as other law school courses years later in law practice.
In a field where we know that we are educating our students to recall information years from now for bar exam passage, law practice success, or both, the endurance of the effects of distributed practice are especially valuable. Some of the most relevant research for legal educators regarding distributed practice examines the ideal length of time between practice sessions. One study suggests that in designing a learning experience, the educator should start by asking how long the learner needs to retain the content and then design practice sessions at intervals approximately ten to twenty percent of the length of time the learner needs to retain the material.
22 Apply this to the law school context where a student is introduced to the concept of offer and acceptance in a first-year contracts course. The student will need to retain that information for approximately 34 months at a minimum (from when the content is introduced until she sits for the first bar exam after law school graduation). According to the distributed practice research, legal educators should design a curriculum in which the student re-engages with the concept of offer and acceptance every three to six months or so to increase the likelihood that she will be able to recall the information when needed. This suggests that legal educators should be designing curriculum not only across semesters, but across all three years of law school study.
It also suggests that schools that use the quarter system should reconsider that practice. In one study of distributed practice, learners were tested on their conceptual understanding of content after the course had ended. 23 The learners were divided into two groups. One group took the course over an eight-week period while the other group took the course over a six-month period. The group that took the course over the six-month period scored 21. Although many students do enroll in commercial bar examination preparation courses, such courses are expensive and many do not. The average tuition for law for a private law school in 2012 was $40,500. The average tuition at a public school that year was $23,600. more than ten points higher on average than the group that took the course during the shorter period, despite the fact that there were no other identified differences.
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Of the ten learning methods examined in the meta-analysis conducted by Dunlosky et al., low-risk testing and distributed practice were the only two learning methods that met the criteria for high-utility learning techniques. Their distinction compels law schools and legal educators to consider ways to adapt course design and the law school curriculum to better utilize these highly effective methods to maximize student learning. However, there is a third learning method examined by Dunlosky et al. that holds promise and closely complements the only two methods (testing and spaced education/ distributed practice) found to be high utility.
Interleave Studies
Unlike testing and spaced education/distributed practice, which can no longer be challenged vis-à-vis learning efficacy given the significant amount of scientific literature supporting these learning methods, there is a more limited amount of research considering whether it is better to organize blocks of learning around a specific topic or to interleave various topics. The emerging research that has examined this learning approach fairly consistently finds that interleaving topics may lead to notably higher performance than blocking topics when one measures performance over time. 25 For example, in one study of interleaving versus blocking, accuracy was measured during learning and on a test afterward. Although students using a blocking method demonstrated higher levels of accuracy during the learning session, it was the students using an interleaving approach who demonstrated significantly higher accuracy on the test conducted afterward at a rate of approximately three to one compared to the blocked students. 26 What might interleaving look like in the law school setting? Imagine a torts course or module that also included elements of civil procedure. When the student is tested, the legal educator ideally would test the student first on the topics most immediately covered (first, strict liability and jurisdiction, for example), but then may include a question about the concept of offer and acceptance the student learned about previously (ideally, the most recent topics are covered first and then more distant ones 27 ). According to the research, the interleaving of these three topics in the students' study and testing appears to help students with, inter alia, organization, discrimination, and memory. When one starts to envision a curriculum that includes repetitive coverage of topics accompanied with low-stakes testing across the duration of law school, one quickly recognizes that a certain amount of interleaving of topics would be inherently necessary. 29 The fact that most of the research conducted on interleaving supports the effectiveness of the practice, especially with regard to comprehension and accuracy after the learning period, provides further support for redesigning the law school curriculum consistent with these scientific studies to maximize our students' comprehension and retention across time.
In other words, if we want to be "The World's Best Law Professors," we need to start envisioning a law school curriculum that is far more integrated, with repetitive coverage of topics interspersed across semesters and even years. We need to set up low-risk practice testing opportunities for our students that allow them to recall content over time, and where we can measure their knowledge and understanding of topics through demonstrated learning outcomes indicating mastery. But how should we deliver that content?
Of Course Limit Lecturing, but What about the Socratic Method?
Not by lecture. Over 700 studies have confirmed what many of us know based on our own experience as students: Lectures are among the least effective methods for achieving almost every educational goal ever identified. 30 In fact, for some education goals, lectures have been identified as the least effective learning method. Others suggest that they may be worse than no teaching at all since attending a lecture leads to less studying afterward. 31 So why do we keep using them? Money.
Unfortunately, some institutions appear to be driven by the cost of a learning method rather than its efficacy. Thus, large lecture classes throughout higher education are sometimes favored by administrators over labs, clinics, simulated practice experiences, and seminars. The good news is that although many law schools tend to continue to favor large classes, especially in the first year, we use lecturing less than many other programs of study in higher education. 32 When we do use large classes and the "sage on the stage" approach, traditional legal pedagogy favors the Socratic method, which was identified in the recent Carnegie Report of legal education as advancing certain outcomes during the first year of law school. 33 These advances could be attributed to the fact that the Socratic method utilizes elaborative interrogation, which has been shown to increase learning and retention, at least in the short term.
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Elaborative interrogation was examined in the meta-analysis conducted as the Dunlosky Study, and was identified as a "moderate-utility" learning method.
Reasons that it was not rated higher include the fact that not enough research has shown whether the short-term advantages evident in the approach endure across longer periods as well as whether the effects would be evident among a wide variety of learner populations.
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Another reason the Socratic method may work follows from its integration of the case study method, 36 which implicates two elements shown to contribute to heightened learning. The first is stories. Storytelling has played a central role in transferring knowledge across generations for millennia. Indeed, study after study has shown the human mind's ability to retain content when organized in and around stories. 37 Every case that is read in the Socratic method is organized around a case that includes a story. These stories serve both as touchstones for recalling legal principles as well as an organizational structure for elements and analysis. Mention Mrs. Palsgraf to a lawyer long after law school, and the individual is likely to immediately recall the concept of proximate cause accompanied by images of a railroad platform, exploding fireworks, and falling scales.
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In addition to the stories inherent in a study method organized around legal cases, the learning effectiveness of the Socratic method as used today is likely helped by another less likely characteristic: confusion. Although many assume that being straightforward is the way we should deliver content to learners, recent research suggests that a moderate amount of confusion leads to "significantly higher learning gains."
39 As many legal educators know, a moderate amount of confusion is largely what fuels the Socratic method today. Whereas Langdell eschewed the study of conflicting cases or those that departed from doctrine because he believed that they were decided wrongly, 42 The finding that a certain amount of confusion yields higher learning outcomes is further supported by the educational research suggesting that problem-based learning, which engages students more, also leads to better learning. 43 Whether one portrays the Socratic method as elaborative interrogation, story-based, confusing, or focused on problem solving, there is educational research to support use of this method as leading to the gains identified in the Carnegie Report on legal education.
It is well-known that the Socratic method has had many critics, starting with the Harvard Law School alumni and law school students who left in droves between 1870 and 1873, the first three years of Dean Langdell's administration, when he introduced the case method. 44 The critics continue to voice their concerns today. 45 Criticisms include the use of the method in abusive and insensitive ways 46 and the fact that the approach is "too narrow" 47 and trains students "more for conflict than the gentler arts of reconciliation and accommodation," in the words of former Harvard President Derek Bok. 48 In light of the research documenting the shortcomings and disadvantages of the Socratic method, it is crucial that law schools employ this method selectively and with sensitivity, while avoiding the lecture at all costs-literally.
Let Your Students Teach
On second thought, there is at least one person in the lecture hall who benefits greatly from lecturing: the lecturer. So if you want to be "The World's Best Law Professor," the first thing you should do is sit down and let your students go to the lectern. After all, we know that teaching generally produces the highest rate of long-term retention. 49 Unfortunately, if one utilizes the lecture method to teach, it also yields the lowest level of long-term retention for those in the classroom-as low as five percent-so better than sending that student to the lectern, provide them with peer tutoring 50 and other more interactive opportunities to teach and to learn from one another by 46 participating in both roles. 51 After all, there is considerable support for the effectiveness of collaborative learning.
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Opportunities to collaborate and teach during law school are not limited to peer tutoring and collaborative learning, of course. Law schools and their faculty can also identify opportunities to support students in teaching legal concepts and practice in the larger community. The most obvious of these would be through clinical courses where students teach their clients about legal rules and processes that are relevant to the client's legal needs. In addition, many law school students can also teach moot court sessions for high school or undergraduate students, or organize workshops or training sessions for the local community on topics ranging from estate planning to credit disputes to landlord/tenant law. Whether it is done for academic credit or simply as pure community service, it is critical that law schools recognize the high-retention yield of teaching and create and support opportunities for their students to find and create teaching opportunities so that they, in turn, can learn using the most effective learning method identified.
Practice Makes Perfect
These practice experiences are not beneficial just because they provide teaching opportunities for law school students. Practice experiences are highly beneficial in their own right. Indeed, according to pedagogical research, practice by doing has the second-highest rate of long-term retention of any learning method (seventy-five percent). 53 In other words, those simulated-practice courses, externships, and clinics may cost more than placing 80 students in the room with a single lecturer, but they are far more likely to produce better learning outcomes for our students. Can you imagine a law school committed to designing and offering courses according to learning outcomes rather than cost input?
As law schools consider how to balance the budget and keep the lights on during the worst downturn in law school enrollment in modern history, 54 it is natural that some administrators may be tempted to conduct a casual analysis and conclude that high-enrollment courses are the answer and try to cut costs by reducing smaller experiential courses. 55 However, a familiarity with effective pedagogies and the retention yields of various methods reveals that not all courses are equal when it comes to learning outcomes. The value of courses and teaching methods should not be measured predominantly by teaching or staffing inputs, but rather by learning efficiencies, efficacies, and outcomes.
56 After all, if we hold ourselves out as educators, we owe it to our students to have a reasonable familiarity with effective educational methods and to utilize and prioritize those, rather than keep our heads in the sand and continue to offer course and curriculum designs that have been scientifically proved by study after study to be ineffective. Accepting tuition in exchange for enrollment in courses designed around learning methods that have been scientifically proved to be ineffective is unconscionable.
What about Reading and Rereading?
Of course, learning does not just occur within the classroom, and so legal educators must also consider what and how students study outside of our presence. In legal education, we assign tens of thousands of pages of reading at a cost of thousands of dollars per student over the course of the student's law school career. These purchases contributed to a $4.4 billion law publishing industry in the United States in 2007, 57 but did it help our students? Probably non-learning-disabled students). 56. See also Robert D. Kuehn, Pricing Clinical Legal Education, 92 Denver u. l. rev. 1 (2014) (finding that offering clinical opportunities to law school students has no net impact on tuition and concluding that offering clinical opportunities to students is determined by the law school's will to offer such opportunities to students).
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not as much as we think. According to studies of learning methods, our students will remember only approximately ten to twenty percent of what they read. 58 You know what yields even worse results? Rereading more than once.
The Dunlosky Study included rereading as one of the ten common learning techniques it examined and concluded that rereading, especially after the second round, was a low-utility learning method. 59 This finding is especially concerning in light of the fact that rereading is such a widespread learning method. 60 In fact, a survey at one university where the average SAT score was above 1400 revealed that rereading of texts and notes was a study method used by 84 percent of students, and 55 percent of the students identified rereading as the study technique they used most often. 61 Our best and brightest can't all be wrong, can they? They are not.
Certainly, rereading does show some improved learning, but these gains are largely attributable to the second reading. 62 Moreover, the benefits are usually demonstrated in recall; it is not clear that rereading has a significant positive impact on comprehension. 63 Moreover, when the gains from rereading are compared with the gains from other learning methods, such as low-risk testing and distributed practice, it becomes clear that rereading is far less effective. 64 So why do students overuse it? Perhaps because it is easy for them to do, especially when professors do not offer them opportunities to use more effective learning methods and do not educate students about the best study methods.
Will highlighting help our students? Not one bit. Not only has highlighting proved ineffectual in multiple studies across diverse populations, 65 in the case of higher-level tasks such as those implicated in graduate education, highlighting might actually hurt performance by reducing the student's ability to make connections and draw inferences, individuating the information too much. 66 Nonetheless, it is among students' "security blankets" and should not be taken away, according to Dunlosky. 67 Rather, we need to ensure that students understand that reading and highlighting are precursors to more effective learning strategies, and then support our students in being able to utilize those more effective strategies. 68 Does it matter whether the text is on a screen rather than paper? The jury is still out. Research before 1992 suggested that individuals who read text on screens read more slowly, less accurately, and had a lower level of comprehension than when reading text on paper. 69 However, the studies conducted since then have been far less conclusive, although most still show higher gains when reading on paper, especially when the text is especially long or dense. 70 A 2003 study comparing reading media found that students who read text on screens could recall data at rates comparable to students who read the same material on paper, but demonstrated lower levels of comprehension. 71 Indeed, studies have shown that reading digital text on screens is more exhausting mentally and visually than reading on paper. 72 If we want to be the "World's Best Law Professor," these are the things that we need to be considering in the early 21 st century: not just what text our students should be reading, but how the media we select may affect their learning of that text.
Make Them Take Notes-by Hand!
While we are taking a long hard look at those two-pound, 20 th centurystyle casebooks, we might as well reopen the "laptops in the classroom" debate. 73 After all, as classrooms become more media-rich, students believe (and many professors agree) laptops facilitate students' ability to collaborate, extend learning through links and online activities, manipulate texts, and, of course, take more notes more quickly. 74 However, empirical study after study demonstrates that the use of laptops in the classroom has a negative impact on student learning by distracting them from focusing on classroom tasks. 75 Moreover, students who use laptops in the classroom do not perform as well academically, 76 and are less satisfied with their educational experience. 77 In addition, the latest educational research out of Princeton University finds that even when students are not distracted from classroom activities, even the basic process of taking notes on a keyboard rather than by hand compromises a student's learning as measured by retention, comprehension, and ability to synthesize and generalize. 78 Across three separate experiments, it was clear that students who use keyboards take more notes, but learn less than students who take notes by hand. 79 This was true even when the students were instructed not to take notes verbatim. The researchers who conducted the research believe that the cognitive processes entailed in note taking by hand are different from those used on a keyboard. 80 Students who take notes by keyboard are able to type much faster and so tend to write close to what the instructor actually said, whereas students who handwrite their notes have to summarize the material, which requires a higher level of intellectual engagement than mere transcription. 81 Greater engagement heightens retention and comprehension, whereas students who are typing can transcribe a lecture while on mental "auto pilot." Indeed, the researchers found that there was an association between high-verbatim notes and low retention. 82 These results endured even with students who were given opportunities to review their notes after a moderate period (one week) between content delivery and assessment. 83 The lessons from this latest research on note taking compels law professors committed to effective teaching techniques to approach the question of how best to integrate technology in the classroom with humility and caution. We know that when law students use laptops in class, one study showed that ninety percent (90%) go online for at least five minutes, and approximately sixty percent (60%) are distracted for approximately half the class. 84 The practice is not unique to law students. A study of college students showed that when they use laptops in class, forty percent (40%) of their class time is spent using applications unrelated to their coursework. 85 Thus, decisions to block all Internet access, email, messaging, and other applications unrelated to coursework are tempting to consider in order to improve student learning outcomes. 86 But now this latest research suggests that even such Draconian measures do not go far enough. To be the "World's Best Law Professor," it seems we may have to return to pen and paper. But will that be far enough? Remember that at one point in history, the invention of writing was decried by Plato as a threat to oral tradition and reliance on human memory, and Gutenberg's advances in movable type were seen by many critics as a threat to the art of handcrafted manuscripts. 87 The challenge, then, is to help our students to bridge the future without compromising their learning outcomes; but how, now that we know the data?
Can They at Least Brief Cases?
Shortly after a draft of this essay was posted online for feedback, a colleague from another school contacted me to ask about the utility of case briefing, especially for 1Ls. One of the most frustrating things about being a legal educator is that there is almost no quantitative pedagogical research focused specifically on legal education and our dominant teaching and learning techniques. Thus, most of the educational research cited in this essay is drawn largely from general pedagogical research on how the human mind learns with a discriminating eye favoring studies of populations of learners similar to law school students 88 or results that endure across varying populations of learners. 89 Although I found no studies examining the effects of case briefing specifically, summarization is a technique that was examined in the Dunlosky meta-analysis. 90 The researchers ranked summarization as a low utility study method because in order for it to be effective, the learner must be skilled at summarizing and most people are not. 91 Thus, if law schools are going to encourage law students to use this technique, they should provide robust training to their students on how to summarize or brief cases.
The Dunlosky meta-analysis also rated summarization low utility because it does not show retention and comprehension across tasks. 92 For example, some studies suggest that summarizing helps performance with a generative test (such as an essay exam like we historically have administered in legal education), but not with a recognition test such as multiple choice. 93 The one study that did involve high-stakes testing, such as we use in legal education, showed no benefit from summarization, but that was a multiple choice exam. 94 In short, summarization will most likely help if students know how to do it well and if the assessment is generative rather than focused on evaluation and synthesis (in fact, some studies have shown a worse performance among students who used summarization as a study technique for assessments that include evaluative questions and those that involve synthesis of content). 95 Overall, Dunlosky et al. concluded that summarizing was a more effective learning technique than rereading, about comparable to taking notes, but less effective than other study techniques such as self-questioning or generating explanations.
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In response to my summary of Dunlosky's findings on summarization as a learning technique, the colleague who inquired about this study method shared his own qualitative experience using case summaries, and his perception that case summaries are probably more useful and efficient in the first few weeks of law school than later in a law students' career. Although I do not disagree with his perception, the fact is that neither he nor I have any quantitative research to support our qualitative experiences and perceptions-and this is a significant failing in legal education today. Too little time and energy has been devoted to supporting, conducting, and studying quantitative research on how law school students learn best. Law schools have been teaching students in the United States for over two hundred years. We have had more than enough time to study how best to teach our students using the most effective and efficient methods. Where is the body of pedagogical research reflecting the last 236 years of teaching experience in America's law schools? How can we be the best if we don ' Becoming the best requires us to reprioritize our research endeavors and create value around quantitative educational research focused specifically on law school students. We need to collaborate with our colleagues in schools of education, educational psychologists, and others to design and conduct studies to determine what works best for our population of learners. And once we identify those high utility methods beyond those highlighted in this essay, we have to then partner, not just with one another within and across law schools but with software programmers, textbook publishers, building designers, and others to develop the curriculum, resources, and experiences that our students need to learn as efficiently and effectively as possible.
Be There
Finally, anyone who aspires to the "World's Best Law Professor" must be mindful of the voluminous data that continue to show the importance of the professor as a human mentor and teacher to her students. 97 In the 21 st century, it is natural for educators to become excited by the myriad technological resources that are available to support our classrooms and our students. It is also understandable that we want to apply the research we are rapidly learning about the most effective teaching and study methods. But in the midst of our increasing knowledge and abilities, we must not lose sight of the fact that our students are human, and so are we. Those human interactions-teacher to student-have a profound impact on our students' learning experiences. 98 Whereas computers and learning apps and the Internet can extend and enhance our teaching and our courses and help us to individualize our students' education and monitor their progress, they cannot replace the human presence and intelligence and emotion that we bring to the educational process. 99 Whether one looks at the number of contact hours between faculty and students 100 or the promptness with which professors respond to student emails, 101 we know that the relationships that professors develop with their students matter not just during class or even school, but across life. Students who have "a professor who care[s] about them as a person, ma[kes] them excited to learn, and encourage[s] them to pursue their dreams" are more than twice as likely to be engaged at work after they graduate, and to be far more likely to thrive in all aspects of their well-being after graduation, than those who did not. 102 So, if you want to be the "World's Best Law Professor," take the time to get to know your students, care about and encourage them, and share your own excitement about what you are teaching.
Conclusion
Every day we come to campus, we each have a choice. Do we want to strive to be the best law professor possible, or are we willing to risk being the worst? If you want to be the worst, then your path is an easy one. Don't let your students teach or practice. Lecture a lot. Don't make time for them. Let your students surf the Internet during class and take notes on their laptops. Give them text-heavy reading assignments, a bag of highlighters, and encourage them to reread their text and their verbatim notes while cramming for a highrisk exam at the end of your course. Pretend that you are being rigorous and preparing them for the "real world" of law.
But if you want to be the "World's Best Law Professor," it is going to require a lot more thought and a lot more heart. You will need to rethink your teaching methods, your students' study methods, even your law school's curriculum. You will have to figure out how best to harness the latest technologies to support frequent low-risk testing for your students and individualized content delivery at ideal intervals across time while interleaving subjects in meaningful and intentional ways. You will need to identify and create opportunities for your students to teach, collaborate, solve problems, and apply what they are learning through practice. All the while, you will need to maintain personal and enthusiastic teaching and mentoring relationships with your students if you want to have a positive, lifelong impact on them.
But perhaps you do not want either. Perhaps what is driving you to read this essay and consider the latest educational research is not your desire to be the "World's Best Law Professor," but rather, your commitment to help your students to do their best. If this drive, coupled with a humbling awareness of your own inadequacies and failings, is motivating you to read and learn and grow as a teacher by learning as much as you can about how best to help others learn, then you already know that learning to be the best does not start with us. It starts with our students. It is only when our focus is on helping our students to do their best that we, in turn, can become better, and maybe one day, our very best.
102. gallup, inc., great JoBS great liveS: the 2014 gallup-purDue inDex report: a StuDy of More than 30,000 college graDuateS acroSS the u.S. 6 (2014). It is interesting to note that students who have externships or applied learning opportunities (such as jobs or clinics) during school, are active in extracurricular activities, and worked on projects across one or more semesters are also twice as likely to be engaged at work after graduation than those who do not have these experiences. Id.
